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The academic literature on obesity frequently bifurcates into two poles: a
realist pole that treats obesity as a biomedical fact, a health risk and an ‘epidemic’, and
a second, constructionist pole that adopts a critical view of obesity as a moral panic
driven by political interests and cultural values. Drawing on a wide range of literature
from epidemiology, medical sociology, public health, political economy, cultural studies
and popular journalism, this article maps out a realist-constructionist divide within
academia and the public sphere, and examines the insights and limitations of these
perspectives. After mapping the main ‘silos’ within obesity studies, we examine two key
questions: (1) is the obesity epidemic based on medical fact or political interest, and
(2) is obesity a disease or a social identity. Drawing from the metatheoretical principles of critical realism, we argue that obesity scholarship can be advanced by
conceptualizing the obesity epidemic as a ‘hybrid’ construction that arises out of the
interaction of biophysical, socio-economic and cultural forces. This analysis demonstrates the useful role of social theory integrating diverse analytic perspectives, and
bringing clarity to a heated public debate that characteristically points the finger of
blame at obese individuals.
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Introduction
The popular media seem quite certain about, and even obsessed with, the
current obesity ‘epidemic’. The ‘anti-obesity’ activist Meme Roth, for instance,
receives tremendous media attention (ranging from Fox News to the New York
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Times) for her anti-fat rants targeting everything from Santa Claus’s girth,
to Girl Scout cookies, to Jennifer Love Hewitt’s cellulite (Konigsberg, 2008).
Although her views may be extreme, Roth’s anti-obesity message joins
increasingly heated public health warnings that have equated obesity with
terrorism, warned of a general decline in life-expectancy due to a growing
‘epidemic’ of fatness, and promoted an equation between thinness and good
health (Olshansky et al, 2005; Biltekoff, 2007). Fat activists, bloggers and
scholars have fought back, arguing that overweight people are being stigmatized by anti-obesity hysteria, and that fat bodies are prejudicially and simplistically equated with unhealthy bodies (Ayuso, 2001; Gaesser, 2002; Campos,
2004; Nash, 2007). While obesity is clearly on the public radar, it is not clear to
what extent all this attention signals a deeply entrenched fat phobia versus a
serious public health issue threatening society as a whole.
This thorny debate – obesity as moral panic versus a ‘real’ health risk – is
not readily resolved, and often reproduced within academic accounts of
obesity and fatness.1 The widespread attention that obesity has attracted
among academics has led to the development of various scholarly perspectives associated with the particular research agendas and methodologies of
different academic disciplines. In particular, scholarly perspectives gravitate
towards two poles: a realist pole that approaches obesity as a biomedical fact
endangering the health of individuals and society in general, and a constructionist pole that treats obesity as a socially constructed scourge based
on collective stigma about fatness. The realist literature, particularly within
the fields of medicine, epidemiology and public health, has advocated a
stronger public awareness of obesity and the risks it poses to both individual
and population health (Stevens et al, 2006). Scholars influenced by social
constructionist theory, often working within cultural studies, corpulence/fat
studies, women’s studies and sociology, have sought to deconstruct and
destabilize the ‘obesity epidemic’ by connecting it to powerful interests and
cultural values about fatness that are historically rooted and socially constructed (Wann, 1998; Campos, 2004; Orbach, 2006; Saguy and Almeling,
2008; Rothblum and Solovay, 2009). While we do not want to overstate these
generalizations, we argue that there exists an analytic gap between realistand constructionist-oriented research and that the possibility of bringing
these different perspectives into dialogue with each other has not been
sufficiently explored.
Employing an ideal typology, this article maps out a realist-constructionist
division in obesity studies and highlights the specific insights and drawbacks of
each perspective and their associated literatures. In the first section of the article,
we lay out how obesity scholarship can think beyond realist-constructionist
divides, drawing from theoretical work in critical realism and environmental
266
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sociology. Second, we map out the realist and constructionist silos of obesity
knowledge, tracing the relationship between abstract conceptions of obesity
within the academic literature and the positions taken up within the public
sphere. Third, we look specifically at two specific theoretical questions: (1) is
the obesity epidemic based primarily on medical fact or socio-political interest,
and (2), is obesity best understood as a disease or a social identity? Drawing
on the insights of recent work within environmental sociology, we present
obesity as a ‘hybrid’ construction with biophysical, socio-environmental and
cultural dimensions. We argue that this approach sets the groundwork to
integrate the unique processes identified in both perspectives so that focusing
on one side does not require ‘blackboxing’ or rejecting the other side. In concluding this article, we stress that, while realists and constructionists do provide
different insights into the study of obesity and fatness, neither of these perspectives is particularly well represented in the excessively individualistic and
moralistic portrayal of obesity that is so common in public debate. Thus, we see
the promise of a common position among realists and constructionists that
rejects a concentration on individual failings, and instead focuses on the collective provision of healthy lifestyle options for all members of the population.
To be clear, our purpose in this article is not to provide the definitive theory
of obesity. Rather, taking our cue from Max Weber’s Science as a Vocation, our
primary goal is to illustrate how sociological theory can offer clarity on contemporary issues of academic and public concern (1946, p. 151). Obesity offers
a particularly good opportunity to make this point, as the issue is studied from
a variety of methodological standpoints that are not easily integrated (for
example clinical research, but also discourse analysis). Furthermore, the divisions in conceptualizing and studying obesity have produced contradictory
political positions and an often ferocious public debate. In the face of diverging
methodologies and political positions, we see theoretical clarity as an important
part of advancing obesity scholarship and public debate, and we hope to build
on earlier work in this vein (Crossley, 2004).

Nature versus Culture: Beyond Familiar Dualisms
As Crossley notes, obesity is an important subject to ‘explore the interactive
relationship between biological and social processes’ (2004, p. 223). Crossley’s
work sheds light on reasons underlying the obesity ‘crisis’, and begins to explore
the ‘interdependent complex’ that exists between ‘natural’ corporeal processes
(for example, the energy ratio between calories consumed and calories
expended) and cultural-social systems (for example, lifestyles that minimize
calorie expenditure). Our article is less concerned with identifying causes of
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rising obesity rates, and more specifically focussed on identifying specific
conceptual tools that allow us to map and think through the complex interconnections between biophysical processes and complex social systems in the
case of obesity. How do studies of nature (that is, bodies with excess adipose
tissue) and culture (that is, socially constructed obesity epidemics) become so
detached from each other, and how is possible to put them back together in the
case of obesity?
The epistemological tensions between studies of nature and studies of culture
ground the division between realism and constructionism, and they are not
unique to obesity scholarship. Rather, they are a familiar theoretical dilemma in
sociology that involves distinguishing between the extra-social existence of
natural phenomena (diseases, climate, gravity and so on) on the one hand,
and social perceptions of these phenomena on the other. Obesity studies can
benefit from drawing on past attempts that have been made at resolving this
dilemma. As a starting point we draw attention to the philosophical principles
of critical realism, particularly as they have been promoted in the ground
breaking work of the British philosopher of science Roy Bhaskar (1975, 1979).
Bhaskar’s approach to both natural and social science involved making a distinction between what we know, how we know it and what actually exists. Like
the realists, Bhaskar acknowledged the existence of a natural world with causal
powers independent of the consciousness of people. However, he stressed that
these causal powers are only comprehensible through empirical events that are
experienced in some way by active and reflective human beings (Archer, 1998,
p. 195) – thus we require a critical understanding of how knowledge about the
natural world is produced. ‘Science is a social product’, Bhaskar asserts, ‘but the
mechanisms it identifies operate prior to and independently of their discovery’
(Bhaskar, 1998, p. xii).
Despite the fact that sociologists often wrestle with the relationship between
what is real and what is socially constructed, critical realism has had relatively
little impact on empirical sociology, particularly in a North American context
(Frauley and Pearce, 2007; Murphy, 2007, p. 142). One notable exception has
been within the subfield of environmental sociology. Here the work of Bruno
Latour (1993, 1999) is particularly relevant. Latour not only envisioned nature
as something separate from human consciousness, but as something that acts
on humans and helps construct social reality. Latour uses the term ‘actant’ to
emphasize the uniquely agentic and dynamic qualities of natural causal forces.
He argues that it is misleading to think that human agents socially construct
their reality within a stable natural environment. Instead, human agents engage
in dynamic interactions with natural actants to produce ‘hybrid’ constructions.
Latour substitutes the word ‘hybrid construction’ for ‘social construction’ in
order to stress the unavoidable human–nature interaction.
268
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A further elaboration of human–nature interaction is provided by
environmental sociologist Raymond Murphy (2002, 2004) who argues that
nature often acts on society through natural ‘prompts’ – moments at which
natural actants behave in unexpected ways that force humans to rethink their
relationship to nature. Natural prompts can range from unexpected observations within scientific laboratories, causing scientists to abandon or readjust
existing theories, to powerful natural disasters that disrupt the everyday lives of
entire populations. In his analysis of the disastrous 1998 Montréal ice storm,
Murphy stresses the importance of building bridges between social science and
natural science in order to avoid the myopia or bracketing of nature that occurs
within constructionism, and the uncritical acceptance of nature that plagues
realist perspectives (Murphy, 2002, p. 44). He critiques social constructionists
for failing ‘to appreciate humans as sensory beings living and learning in a
world of nature’s autonomous dynamics’ (2002, p. 44). At the same time,
however, he argues that these natural dynamics or ‘prompts’ do not occur ‘in a
material vacuum. They are socially constructed by sensory beings using observation, experience, and scientific measurements of the material world as
building blocks’ (2002, p. 61). Aside from the extreme prompts like natural
disasters, Murphy also identifies the importance of ‘scientific prompts’ which
result from ‘scientists’ imaginative social constructions, and which make nature’s recondite dynamics visible’ (Murphy 2004, p. 254). In sum, Murphy’s
work demonstrates critical realism’s usefulness in addressing the realistconstructionist divide by discussing the unique combination of social behaviour
and natural dynamics in the construction of a ‘natural disaster’.
The concepts offered by Latour and Murphy – actants, hybrid constructions
and prompts – are important theoretical tools that can help us to understand the
relationships that exist between the biophysical processes studied by realists and
the socio-cultural processes emphasized by constructionists. Obesity is neither
a biomedical fact, nor is it reducible to an immaterial social construction – it does
not exist outside the mind nor does it exist only in the mind. Rather, obesity and
the obesity ‘epidemic’ are hybrid constructions produced through the dynamic
interactions between human agents, the body’s biophysical actants and the external socio-environmental conditions within which bodies consume and expend
energy. With these theoretical tools in mind, we now consider the independent
academics perspectives or ‘silos’ that have developed in obesity studies.

The Academic Silos of Obesity Knowledge
The realist/constructionist divide in academic understandings of obesity is
reflective of the wide range of disciplines that have taken up this topic of study.
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The study of obesity as an individual health condition within the field of
medicine dates back to at least 1950s (Simmons and Wareham, 2006). Today,
however, obesity is increasingly studied in aggregate terms by epidemiologists,
public health officials and medical sociologists. And more recently, obesity has
been studied as an economic issue by political-economists and as a cultural and
discursive phenomenon within critical sociology, cultural studies and corpulence/fat studies. The proliferation of scholarship has taken on an unfortunate
‘silo’ quality: multiple literatures with their own perspectives on obesity, but
minimal cross-pollination. These silos are reinforced by the diverse methodological specialization of each of the disciplines, including clinical studies, survey research, historical analysis and cultural studies.
The political divisions between the silos are equally pronounced. William
James (1907) famously suggested that philosophical or scientific disputes were
only worth settling if some practical difference could be traced from the
opposing viewpoints. The debate over obesity certainly fits this condition.
While many scholars and commentators fall somewhere in between, the political positions in the obesity debate range from those that seek to raise
awareness of obesity as a public health crisis and advocate strong interventions
in both the public and private sector in response (Stevens et al, 2006), and those
that treat obesity discourse as a source of stigma and attempt to foster new
understandings of fat bodies as sources of pride and resistance rather than
shame (Braziel and LeBesco, 2001; Rothblum and Solovay, 2009). These political differences exist in more extreme variants in the public sphere, where the
anti-fat messages of Meme Roth and the best-selling book, Skinny Bitch, are
pitted against fat activists like Marilyn Wann who celebrate fatness.
The political divisions over obesity necessitate some reconciliation between
the various silos and the development of a common understanding over what
obesity is before we can decide what to do about it – or at least what political
responses will conform to the insights offered by the different academic literatures. For this purpose, we argue that social theory offers a way forward for
obesity studies and the public debate over obesity. In order to accomplish this,
we begin framing the existing literature on obesity according to an ideal
typology that highlights theories, methodologies and political opinions that
tend to group together. In particular we examine the medical (in which we
include public health, epidemiology and medical sociology), and political-economic perspectives on obesity, which often rely on realist assumptions about
obesity. We also examine a constructionist perspective that conceives of obesity
and the obesity epidemic as primarily discursive creations driven by sociopolitical interests and historically contingent cultural values. It is important to
emphasize the ideal-type nature of our analysis, as not all scholars fit neatly
into this typology. (As a heuristic device, ideal types are not designed to provide
270
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Realism I: Medical, public health and epidemiological approaches to obesity
Medical and public health authorities have provided the dominant perspective
on obesity and have been instrumental in raising the notion that obesity is a
social issue into the public consciousness in the first place. Medical perspectives
offer essential insights into the body’s internal biophysical actants and societal
trends in body weight that cannot be summarily dismissed. Yet, this perspective
suffers from a tendency to ignore the social implications of labelling obesity as
a pathology, disease or social problem, and to reduce the causes of obesity to
individual choice.
Theoretically, the medical and epidemiological literature considers overweight and obesity to represent ‘abnormal or excessive’ levels of adipose or
fatty tissue within the body that may impact the health of an individual (WHO,
2006). At times, public health organizations have gone as far to define obesity
as a disease itself, although this usage has been inconsistent (Heshka and
Allison, 2001). Pathological definitions of obesity are bolstered by the causal
relationship that is believed to exist between obesity and numerous chronic
diseases such as ‘cardiovascular disease, type 2 diabetes and certain types of
cancer’ (WHO, 2006, p. 2). While public health organizations like the American
Center for Disease Control (CDC) and the World Health Organization (WHO)
make strong claims about the health risks associated with overweight and
obesity, the underlying medical research presents a more complex picture. The
work of Katharine Flegal, which has been influential in highlighting rising levels
of obesity (Flegal et al, 1998), has also shown that the health risks of obesity
may be decreasing over time (Flegal et al, 2005), and that being overweight is
significantly associated with lower rates of non-cancer, non-cardiovascular
mortality (Flegal et al, 2007).
In a further complication, it should be noted that while the definition of
obesity makes reference to levels of adipose tissue, obesity is usually identified
through indirect measurements for both medical diagnoses (OMA, 2009) and
health research (WHO, 2006). These measures, which include body mass index
(BMI) and hip-waist ratio, are thought to correlate highly with obesity and often
represent obesity in theoretical models (Wang, 2001; Khlat et al, 2009; Scott
et al, 2009). There are, however, ongoing debates as to how well these measures
represent obesity within particular causal relationships or specific populations
r 2012 Macmillan Publishers Ltd. 1477-8211 Social Theory & Health
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(Flint and Rimm, 2006), and different measures can result in different findings
(McAuley et al, 2009).
The medical literature suggests a variety of causes of obesity that range from
human behaviour to genetic variation. Some scholarship, for instance, has
attempted to draw connections between the body’s biological capacity to store
fat and signal satiety with the contemporary obesity epidemic, and the genetic
variation that shapes differential body sizes (for example the ‘hungry’ or ‘thrifty
gene’) (Pool, 2001; Crister, 2003; Shell, 2003). For the most part, however, the
public health, epidemiological and social scientific literature has focused on
the causal roles of diet and physical activity (WHO, 2004). The WHO calls ‘the
energy imbalance between calories consumed y and calories expended’,
which is created through diet and physical activity, the ‘fundamental cause
of obesity’ (WHO, 2006, p. 2). Thus, diet and exercise serve as the basic
causal mechanisms in almost all social scientific explanations of obesity that
attempt to draw connections between body weight and social and environmental factors.
We argue that a full understanding of obesity requires us to take into account
the biophysical processes occurring within the body that make it possible to
draw conclusions about the connections between human behaviour, adipose
tissue and chronic disease. However, we also must acknowledge that the focus
of the medical perspective on obesity as a pathology and as the result of
individual choices lends itself to a ‘blame the victim’ narrative that is commonly
replicated in the broader public sphere, often through simplistic caricatures
(Guthman, 2007). Such a narrative is evident, for instance, in the best-selling
book Skinny Bitch, which advises readers that ‘Healthy ¼ skinny. Unhealthy ¼ fat’
and to make the right eating decisions so as not to become a ‘fat pig’ (Freedman
and Barnouin, 2005, pp. 11–12). Although this message may seem extreme, it is
granted legitimacy within a public sphere where the dominant message from the
medical establishment is that fat people are sick and that their poor choices
caused their sickness.
It is important to note that while popular media may be most receptive of
individualistic conceptions of obesity, there is significant attention towards the
‘social determinants of health’ among public health officials, and recognition
that appeals to individual choice should be ‘complimented by measures at
the societal level that could make healthy choices feasible and preferred by the
majority of the population’ (Branca and Nikogosian, 2006, p. 117). We see this
as a promising perspective as it reflects a recognition that the social processes
underlying obesity are more complex than individual choice-making. As part
of this trend, medical sociologists have demonstrated how and why obesity
rates differ across major social divides such as socioeconomic status, race
and ethnicity (Wang, 2001; Fernald, 2007; Kaufman and Karpati, 2007; Khlat
272
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et al, 2009), and how obesity-related behaviours are structured according
to socio-environmental factors such as access to affordable healthy foods and
opportunities for physical activity (Swinburn et al, 1999; Arkes, 2009; Scott
et al, 2009; Seliske et al, 2009).
While the ‘social determinants of health’ approach deals with the causes of
obesity, the consequences of obesity have also been increasingly framed in
collective or aggregate terms. One prominent example is in the use of the term
‘epidemic’ to describe obesity – implying that obesity is a societal problem
rather than an individual health condition. Although traditionally referring to
infectious disease, use of the term ‘epidemic’ has been defended by public
health officials and epidemiologists who argue that obesity rates have rapidly
expanded and are ‘clearly in excess of normal expectancy’ – making them
epidemic in nature (Stevens et al, 2006, p. 77). As with the term disease, epidemic carries implicit social assumptions and consequences (Gilman, 2008,
pp. 16–22). A dominant feature of popular narratives of the obesity epidemic is
the story of a society-wide contagion of gluttony, sloth and decline (Gard and
Wright, 2005). The term has also allowed the consequences of obesity to be
framed in new ways – including as a financial ‘cost’ to national economies
(Carmona, 2003; Dave and Rashad, 2009), and as a threat to life expectancy in
general (Olshansky et al, 2005). Most famously (and controversially), former
US Attorney General Richard Carmona (2003) called the obesity epidemic a
‘terror within’ and predicted that it would ‘dwarf 9/11’ in terms of human
suffering. Even though dire predictions about obesity have been contested
within scientific circles, they have been remarkably popular topics in the
popular press (for example, Brown, 2008; Kluger, 2008; Lochhead, 2009; Pollan,
2009), playing on public fears of obesity as a threat and contagion. This speaks
to the limits of an exclusively realist medical framing: obesity is not just any
medical condition, but a biophysical phenomenon overlaid with deeply contested values and social fears surrounding body fat.
Realism II: Political-economic approaches to obesity
A second realist perspective on obesity comes out of political-economy literatures. Like the medical perspective, a political-economic approach can be
considered realist in that it often presents obesity straightforwardly as a real
disease and an epidemic (Winson, 2004; Paarlberg, 2010). Although there is no
clear line that can be drawn between this perspective and the ‘social determinants of health’ approach discussed above, we distinguish a political-economy
approach through its focus on macro-level systems and historical pathways
underlying the obesity epidemic. Political-economists of obesity have attempted
to explain how obesogenic environments have developed historically and
how they are maintained by powerful interests. While not as dominant as the
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medical perspective in the public sphere, the political-economic approach to
obesity has gained significant popular manifestations in, for instance, Morgan
Spurlock’s 2004 film Supersize Me, and popular non-fiction writing by Michael
Pollan (2003, 2006) and Eric Schlosser (2001).
Political-economic approaches to food production have demonstrated how
the global food economy is oriented towards the production of unhealthy foods
for millions (along with food deprivation for millions). The food system disproportionately produces sugar, oil and meat in the North American context,
which are precisely the foods that ‘should be consumed sparingly according to
standard dietary guidelines for health’ (O’Brien, 1995; Hamm and Baron, 1999;
Young and Kantor, 1999; Bellows and Hamm, 2002, p. 39). This analysis of the
global food economy is backed up by studies that trace the historical development of food regimes characterized by corporate control and profit maximization, often at the expense of public health (Friedmann, 2005; McMichael,
2007).
Political economic literatures contend that systems of production unavoidably
influence patterns of consumption. Instead of focusing on behavioural choices
and issues of what people should and should not eat, political-economists tend to
focus on environments or systems of food consumption and how people of
different classes fit into these systems. For example, Tarasuk and Eakin (2005)
document the ‘secondary’ food system of food banks, and provide strong
evidence on the low-quality of this food. The poor quality of food available
to disadvantaged populations can be used to suggest the troubling (albeit
complex) connections between poverty, malnutrition, and excessive body fat.
Likewise, the concept of a ‘food desert’ has been used to describe how marginalized urban regions lack access to affordable healthy foods, especially fresh
fruits and vegetables (Eisenhauer, 2001; Wrigley, 2002).
Political-economic scholars have also sought to build these analyses of food
production and consumption into larger theoretical paradigms – particularly
Marxism. David Harvey’s essay ‘the body as an accumulation strategy’ has
provided a model for how the body serves as a location for capital accumulation
necessary for the reproduction of the capitalist system (Harvey, 1998). Adopting
this perspective, Guthman and DuPuis (2006) argue that the obesity epidemic
can be analytically linked to neo-liberalism, with the body serving contradictorily as both a conduit for maximizing food consumption, as well as the
consumption of thinning and beauty products. As individual responsibility and
market-based solutions are increasingly promoted under neoliberalism, this
contradiction is reinforced.
Through the political-economic and public health perspectives we start to
see the complex interactions between biological and social systems that constitute obesity on both an individual and an aggregate level (Crossley, 2004).
274
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Economic systems driven by the accumulation of capital, class structures that
distribute food and recreational facilities unequally, cultural traditions that
validate certain behaviours and stigmatize others, and the human body
that responds to balance of calories expelled to calories consumed with the
production of adipose tissue – all of these are wrapped up in the production of
obesity as a hybrid construction. However, realist accounts may conceptualize
obesity as a problem that follows straightforwardly from scientific facts (for
example, Paarlberg, 2010, p. 91); this means less engagement with the question
of how we come to understand obesity and the complex social distinctions
between ‘fat’, on the one hand, and ‘thin’,‘healthy’ or even ‘normal’, on the other.2
By contrast, we argue for a ‘reflexive’ understanding of obesity (Bourdieu and
Wacquant, 1992), meaning that in addition to considering obesity as a social
construct and the object of scientific study, we also take into account our own
position as researchers who draw on existing cultural norms, discourses and
institutional resources to produce scientific knowledge. This is why we have
paid specific attention to the translation of medical and academic knowledge
into public discourse. Public conceptions (and even academic conceptions) of
obesity are not the same as objective scientific facts. These conceptions are
necessarily shaped by the way the knowledge was produced in the first place. To
explore this issue further, we now turn to constructionism.
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Constructionism
The literature most critical of the concept of the ‘obesity epidemic’ can be
considered constructionist in that it sees obesity itself (or at least obesity as
conceptualized as a social problem) as primarily a product of discourse and
power. Constructionist studies are less interested in pinpointing a cause for
(ostensibly) rising body weights, and instead look to problematize the obesity
epidemic as a social construct, and identify the power interests, hegemonic
beauty norms and feminine ideologies underlying obesity epidemic discourse
(for example, Orbach, 2006; Rothblum and Solovay, 2009). These voices argue
that fat-hatred and obesity discourse develop a powerful synergy, and resemble
a ‘witch hunt’ (Wann, 2009, p. v) justifying the moral judgement and intrusion
of government and health authorities into the lives of fat individuals, and
contributing to the further stigmatization of those labelled ‘obese’. Constructionist perspectives also contend that a focus on obesity legitimizes the diversion of public resources away from more important public health problems
and social issues, like healthy diet and exercise for all body types (Campos
et al, 2006a; Saguy and Almeling, 2008).
It is possible to identify both a strong and weak version of the constructionist perspective on obesity. Within the strong version, the obesity epidemic is
understood to have no extra-social existence and is conceptualized as a ‘moral
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panic’ created through the production of discourse (Campos, 2004; Monaghan,
2005; Campos et al, 2006a). Strong constructionist perspectives directly
challenge claims made about the relationship between obesity and chronic
disease and/or claims made about the rise in aggregate rates of obesity and
overweight. For example, the introductory chapter to the Fat Studies Reader
concludes with a subtle, but vehement rejection of the association between
obesity and poor health outcomes (Solovay and Rothblum, 2009, p. 7). The
division between strong constructionism and the realism is theoretically irreconcilable, and requires further empirical study to determine whether the
claims made about the health effects of obesity have sufficient scientific evidence. Indeed, there are strong constructionists who engage directly with
medical research by identifying discrepancies between scientific findings and
larger claims made about obesity as a condition and/or epidemic (Campos,
2004; Monaghan, 2005; Campos et al, 2006a). This is an important debate,
but not the concern of our article.
Our central concern is with a weaker version of the constructionist perspective. Weak constructionists do not necessarily dismiss scientific knowledge
of obesity, but point out that it is ‘incomplete and uneven’ (Boero, 2007, p. 46)
and necessarily influenced by existing norms and power structures. Furthermore, they see the dominant discourses and knowledge of obesity as having
consequences for the social world (for example Kwan, 2009). These social
causes and effects of obesity epidemic discourse are seen as necessary topics of
research that cannot be ignored or dismissed as ‘only natural’ – as Kim and
Popkin (2006, p. 64) seem to do. Weak constructionists tend not to make claims
about the extra-social existence of the obesity epidemic3, but rather, ‘bracket’ or
‘black box’ the biophysical dimensions of bodies (Murphy, 2004), sometimes
naturalizing body weight as simply a natural dimension of human variation,
like height (for example, Wann, 2009, p. x). Articulating a weak constructionist
perspective, LeBesco writes that her objective is to ‘move the study of the fat
body out of the natural and life sciences and into the realm of social and cultural
criticism’ (2004, p. 6). This analytic shift into social and cultural criticism
has generated important insights into the social origins and consequences of
obesity discourse, and serves as a valuable counterpoint to the dominant
medical perspective.
In terms of the social origins of obesity discourse, constructionists point to
a variety of factors that shed light on the social constitution of obesity. Of
particular interest are the political struggles over the authority to produce
knowledge of obesity, and frame obesity debates (Saguy and Riley, 2005; Kwan,
2009). Often powerful interest groups are cited as promoting certain ideas about
obesity to serve their own interests, such as the media, the diet and weightloss industry, beauty companies, and public health agencies looking for more
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funding and political support (Orbach, 2006; Saguy and Almeling, 2008; Kwan,
2009). Constructionists argue that because these powerful groups are instrumental in producing obesity discourse, popular understandings of obesity are
necessarily framed around their own perspective and interests. Other accounts
of the social origin of the obesity epidemic point to how obesity discourse has
provided a politically correct way of overtly discriminating against racialized
minorities and other historically marginalized groups. Campos et al (2006a)
suggest that ‘anxieties about racial integration and immigration may be an
underlying cause of some of the concern over obesity’. By implying that
‘[marginalized] groups are lazy and lack self-control and will power’, the production of obesity discourse helps to legitimate existing social inequalities
(Campos et al, 2006a, p. 58).
In addition to socio-political interest, constructionists also point to existing
cultural values that inform our understandings of obesity. Cultural gender
norms, for instance, have been identified as being integral to understandings of
obesity and weight-management (Monaghan, 2007; Broom and Dixon, 2008;
McPhail, 2009). Another commonly cited value is the cultural valuation of
thinness in contemporary Western culture (Klein, 2001; Guthman and DuPuis,
2006), which sets up fatness as a source of stigma. It can be argued that the
value placed on thinness not only explains why the popular media has jumped
on medical and academic studies of obesity, but also why the medical establishment itself has been so centrally focused on bodyweight in the first place,
rather than lifestyle (Campos et al, 2006b). Medical research dedicated specifically to studying the ill-health effects of overweight and obesity works to
justify the pre-existing cultural notion that there must be something wrong with
fat people. This would not be the case if the research was more centrally
oriented towards the health effects of lifestyle habits, such as diet and exercise,
rather than framing fatness as tantamount with ill-health (Campos et al, 2006b).
Constructionists see obesity discourse not only as social in origin, but also in
consequence. These consequences range from the unjustified redistribution
of research funding to obesity, to the intrusion of state and medical authorities
into new areas of everyday life (Campos et al, 2006a; Saguy and Almeling,
2008), to the denial of economic resources such as health insurance to the obese
(Wann, 1998). Following Foucault (1980), some constructionists have focused
specifically on the role of obesity epidemic discourse on the production of social
identities and human subjectivities (Rich and Evans, 2005; Evans and Colls,
2009). Constructionist perspectives have been particularly critical of the ‘obese
subject’, implicit in realist perspectives on obesity, that unduly emphasize the
role of individual behaviour and choice (Saguy and Almeling, 2008), as well
as perspectives that treat obese people as a threat to the social whole (Biltekoff,
2007; Guthman, 2007).
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In identifying the problematic obese subject implicit within realist perspectives, the theoretical principles of constructionism lend themselves to a growing
form of identity politics. In the public sphere, Marilyn Wann (1998) is perhaps
the best known figure, particularly for her book Fat!So?, which she describes as
‘counterpropaganda’ against dominant anti-fat views (p. 11). In addition,
identity politics have been taken up by fat activists, and bloggers, and have even
been reflected in corporate advertising campaigns, like Dove’s ‘Campaign for
Real Beauty’, which uses some larger models to market beauty products (Sobal,
1999; Johnston and Taylor, 2008). Identifying the motivation behind their
activism, ‘fat blogger’ Lesley Kinzel commented that ‘a lot of fat blogs have
popped up to fight against the obesity epidemic hysteria portrayed by the media
y [Fat bloggers] want to speak for ourselves instead of being spoken for’
(Friedman, 2008).
Within the academic sphere, fat identity politics are most closely associated
with ‘corpulence’, or ‘fat studies’.4 Although not representing all constructionists, corpulence studies scholars challenge and deconstruct the dualisms
of thin/successful versus fat/oppressed, and to produce ‘more celebratory
expressions of corpulence’ in order to subvert or offset dominant notions of
obesity as pathological (Braziel, 2001; Braziel and LeBesco, 2001, p. 8; Hartley,
2001; LeBesco 2001, 2004; Rothblum and Solovay, 2009). Scholars identify
agency in fat bodies previously assumed to be monolithically oppressed,
depressed and psychologically traumatized, suggesting that not every fat girl
wants to be thin, and that fatness is experienced in a variety of ways betwixt
stereotypes of the asexual obese woman and the fat femme (Wann, 1998;
Braziel and LeBesco, 2001; Mazer, 2001). Other scholars identify agency,
‘everyday’ forms of resistance and the varied ways gender is constructed in
bodies that defy idealized feminine beauty (Johnston and Taylor, 2008).
Sometimes, this emphasis on fat agency seems disturbingly voluntaristic, and
the problematic tendency to blackbox the materialist and biophysical dimensions of the body becomes clear. For example, LeBesco’s (2001) claim that ‘we
just might be able to talk our way out of anything, even seemingly entrenched
fat oppression, because speaking builds subjects’ (p. 77), is neglectful of the
body’s biophysical actants that exist independently of human discourse. Similarly, Wann’s focus on fat-phobic belief systems, in contrast to what she
describes as ‘the simple fact of human weight diversity’ (2009, p. x), presents
an extremely simple picture of human bodies and their complex relationship
with the industrial food system.
We understand the constructionist perspective – particularly in its more
public and political role – as contributing to a ‘subaltern counterpublic’ (Fraser,
1997) of pro-fat identity politics. Subaltern counterpublics, by definition, serve
as both ‘spaces of withdrawal and groupment’ as well as ‘bases and training
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grounds for agitational activities directed towards wider publics’ (Fraser, 1997,
p. 82). This is an important conceptualization in the case of obesity, because it
suggests that the identity politics employed by pro-fat organizations, activists
and some academics are important for creating and affirming a positive identity
among those who suffer from fat stigma, and contesting fat stigma within the
dominant public sphere.
The constructionist emphasis on the social origins and social consequences of
obesity demonstrate the shortfalls of realism, and the need for a ‘reflexive’
approach to obesity studies that acknowledges the role of the researcher as
a social actor situated within and reproducing relationships of power and
inequality (Bourdieu and Wacquant, 1992). Constructionism complicates
understandings of obesity by forcing scholars to acknowledge that collective
understandings of obesity do not follow unproblematically from objective
medical facts. Scientific research is directed according to subjective interests,
and it takes place within an environment that is partially constructed through
economic systems, social hierarchies and cultural values. Once produced,
medical knowledge gets absorbed into the public discourse where it is contested
by a diversity of parties who may wish to adopt it, criticize it and spin it
according to their own interests.
It is important to emphasize, however, that while constructionists may see
themselves in opposition to realists (particularly those within the medical
perspective), there is nothing about the weak constructionist position (that is
that obesity discourse has social origins and consequences) that contradicts
the extra-social basis for the existence of obesity. As Bhaskar has argued, science may be social, but it identifies mechanisms that exist before (and are
therefore not constituted by) their discovery. This argument has been made
repeatedly in discussions of constructionism within the philosophy of science
(Hacking, 1999; Doing, 2007). Realizing this fact clears the way for better dialogue between realism and constructionism and allows us to think of obesity
as a hybrid construct that arises out of intersecting forces that are both natural
and social. Medical science cannot invent medical facts out of nowhere, just
as medical facts cannot be known independently of the social institutions
that allow knowledge to be produced, disseminated and integrated into daily
practices.

Considering Obesity as a Hybrid Construct
The analytical literature review we presented above is aimed at drawing out
the unique insights provided by both realism and constructionism and
demonstrating that these two perspectives are not necessarily in opposition
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theoretically – even if they are often framed that way. Both realism and constructionism must be considered in order to approach obesity as a hybrid
construction formed through the interaction between natural actants and human actors, and containing both material and semiotic dimensions that are
inextricably intertwined. As we have stated, we do not aim to present one
definitive theory of obesity or unite the diverse array of methodologies used
to study obesity. Instead we wish to place into dialogue the insights offered in
both realism and constructionism, and rebut dominant public sphere conceptualizations that proffer highly individualized, reductionist accounts of
obesity. To do so, we now address two questions that divide conventional realist
and constructionist accounts of obesity. First, is the discussion of an obesity
epidemic primarily based on objective medial facts, or the socio-political
interests of powerful elites? Second, is obesity best conceptualized as a disease
or a social identity? We address each question by demonstrating how approaching obesity as a hybrid construct helps us move past dichotomous,
individualized understandings, and integrate the unique insights of realism and
constructionism.
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The obesity epidemic: Medical facts or political interests?
This question has been framed in many different ways. Campos et al (2006a),
for instance, ask whether the obesity epidemic is a ‘public health crisis or moral
panic’. Terms like ‘crisis’ and ‘epidemic’ indicate that there is something real at
stake – that medical facts show obesity to be a threat to population health. On
the other hand ‘moral panic’ implies that the obesity is being constructed by
moral entrepreneurs as a way of taking or maintaining power by scapegoating
those labelled ‘obese’ (Becker, 1963; Cohen, 1972). This dichotomy encourages
an either/or perspective on the issue, and is analytically limited, particularly
since a wide variety of political issues can be framed as either epidemics or
moral panics depending on one’s political priorities (for example crime, the
breakdown of the family). What is more intellectually fruitful is to investigate
how obesity has come to be seen as an epidemic or moral panic, by taking into
account the various relevant processes – biological, political, economic and
cultural. While work has been done to answer this question by examining the
social construction of obesity as an epidemic (Boero, 2007; Gilman, 2008), these
studies have tended to ignore, or bracket historical epidemiological trends.
Although this constitutes a separate research project, we will briefly consider
this issue using the framework of critical realism.
Behind the medical knowledge of obesity are ‘scientific prompts’ (Murphy,
2002, 2004) – that is, extra-social forces that cause us to rethink our understandings of nature (in this case, the human body). These prompts may manifest themselves in clinical trials, which reveal a correlation between adipose
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tissue and diabetes, or epidemiological surveys that show an increase in the
rates of BMI at a population level. These prompts are interpreted by the medical
establishment, and by extension the rest of society, to develop new understandings of obese bodies as a material phenomenon, and a potential threat to
individual and public health. In this understanding, scientific prompts about
obesity themselves are not understood as simply the malign byproduct of
political motivations, but are knowledge-based events generated by extra-social
mechanisms. The medical establishment derives its authority partially from
its ability to carry out scientific research. New scientific discoveries allow
this authority to be expanded into new spheres of life, at the same time this
authority is limited by a reliance on scientific research. When the medical
establishment extends its authority, it is often in response to scientific prompts
and the biophysical actants within the human body that generate these
prompts. Put differently, the medical establishment is both confined to and
empowered by the extra-social scientific prompts that they interpret as evidence
of an obesity epidemic. Thus, the expansion of medical authority into body
weight cannot be seen as being driven purely by fat phobia, even though fat
stigma is clearly implicated in the way obesity research filters down into
medical practice (see Puhl and Brownell, 2001; Teachman and Brownell, 2001).
The medical establishment is in the privileged position of being able to
observe and interpret scientific prompts and present their conclusions to the
rest of society as legitimized medical facts. As a result of the process, doctors
are able to take institutional ownership over the issue of obesity. In this process,
obesity becomes medicalized – subject to the authority of the medical establishment and its attendant discourse. As with other instances of expert
knowledge in risk society (Beck, 1992), the public is highly dependent on
experts to make sense of the scientific prompts associated with obesity, and to
explain research findings to their patients. Obesity is necessarily framed in ways
that reflects the perspective of medical professionals – as a pathology caused
primarily by individual rather than social factors, and requiring professional
monitoring and intervention at an individual and population level. As Heshka
and Allison (2001) point out, when obesity becomes defined as a disease, it
places a responsibility on the obese to submit themselves to the authority of
doctors in order to be cured.
Understanding obesity as a nature-culture hybrid can be extended beyond the
medical establishment. As the issue of obesity becomes a topic of widespread
public discussion, powerful non-medical interest groups like the food industry,
the diet industry and the media adopt and modify the findings of the medical
establishment for their own purposes. Understanding obesity as a hybrid biophysical-social construct allows us to recognize that social institutions like
the media do not construct an obesity epidemic out of thin air. Instead, we can
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understand the media as drawing from the scientific prompts identified by the
medical community, but filtering the understanding of these prompts through
their own analytic lens. As constructionist perspectives rightly point out, not
only does the mass media and public agencies like the CDC and WHO reduce
the complexity of medical research for public consumption, they also frequently
sensationalize obesity as a disease to be feared, and a contagion to avoid (Saguy
and Almeling, 2008).
It is also worth noting that these institutional constructions are complex, and
far from uniform, as equally powerful interest groups, such as the fast food
industry, may attempt to downplay or delegitimize the obesity epidemic (Kim
and Popkin, 2006; Kwan, 2009). Political and social struggles over the obesity
are not an irrelevant sideshow to ‘real’ scientific data, but help shape the
dominant understandings of obesity in the public sphere, and determine the
social actions that occur in response to these understandings. The struggles
are also consequential for the nature of the obesity epidemic itself, as political
and medical actions guided by dominant understandings of the obesity epidemic can potentially lead to changes in the social and biomedical conditions
that underlie the phenomena of obesity. Individualistic understandings of
obesity will inspire certain responses (for example, food labelling initiatives)
while collectivist, or structural interpretations will lead to others (for example,
public infrastructure supporting physical activity).
Returning to the original question as to whether the obesity epidemic is based
on medical fact or political interest, we can firmly reject this dichotomy as
analytically unproductive. Obesity as an epidemic is based on medical facts to
the extent that extra-social actants or processes are required to produce medical
knowledge, but the production of this knowledge cannot be understood outside
of its institutional context. Our understanding of obesity highlights patterns of
institutional authority and political interest (such as the medicalization of body
weight) that are an inexorable part of the story.
Obesity: Disease or social identity?
Another sticking point in the realism/constructionism divide has been the
question of whether we should conceptualize obesity as a disease or a social
identity. Although the term ‘disease’ has been used inconsistently to refer to
obesity within the medical literature (Heshka and Allison, 2001), it is clear that
the realist perspective conceives of obesity as a pathological biophysical condition (obesity is ‘abnormal or excessive fat accumulation that may impair
health’, according to the WHO (2006, p. 1)). In a realist perspective, it is more
accurate to talk of people who ‘suffer from’ obesity, rather obese people. In
contrast to this biophysical conception, fat activists and scholars reclaim
the word ‘fat’ as a positive market of identity, and reject the term obesity as
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stigmatizing. Fatness is not seen as a disease, but as a basis for social
organization and labelling – that is, as a social identity. Biophysical conceptions
of obesity cannot explain, for instance, the anger that Wann (1998) felt upon
discovering that she had been denied health insurance because of her weight. In
spirited defences of ‘fatness’, as well as in anti-fat attacks, we can see how in
many ways obesity functions more similarly to sexuality, race and gender than
to biomedical conditions like high blood pressure. The social markings of
obesity influence how all body types are treated, and the negative stigma
associated with fatness are based on a series of moral, social and psychological
assumptions that pigeonhole obese people as essentially lazy, greedy or lacking
in self-control (Guthman, 2007; Schuster and Tealer, 2009).
The complexity of meanings attached to body weight cannot be bracketed
out of the picture, and constructionists are right to question the automatic
association between obesity and ill health (along with thinness and good
health) so prominent in the dominant public sphere. However, acknowledging
the social side of obesity does not necessarily mean that obese bodies carry no
health risks. It is important to recognize that natural actants within human
bodies react to their environment in ways that are relatively independent of the
discourses through which we understand fatness. As Guthman and Dupuis
(2006) write of cultural interpretations of obesity, ‘there is a remarkable neglect
of the nature of the body’ (2006, p. 438). Likewise, we must also acknowledge
that due to material inequalities in the social environment, the health risks
associated with obesity will also be unequally distributed. Without understanding the interactions between identities, bodies and political-economy,
fat bodies can become reified in problematic ways. Presenting the fat body
as essentially ‘flabulous’ and fat cells as fundamentally harmless (Wann, 1998,
pp. 13–14) can serve to diminish the physical and mental suffering that may
accompany the lived experience of obesity.5 This tendency may also work to
obscure the connections between human bodies, their internal biophysical
processes and their socio-economic environment (Guthman and Dupuis, 2006).
We must also take seriously the active role of discourse in forming our
understandings of obesity. Naı̈ve realist depictions that present obesity as a
disease occurring among individuals who cannot balance food intake and
energy expenditure can serve to reproduce and consolidate lines of legitimacy
that privilege thin bodies (which are also often white and privileged) as ‘normal’, controlled, healthy and desirable citizens (LeBesco, 2004). In this way, we
can see that dominant realist discourse of obesity is not neutral, but creates
‘divisions between active [thin] citizens who can manage their own risks, and
“targeted populations”, those who require intervention’, as well as ‘penetration
of social and self-disciplinary regimes into the most intimate domains of
modern life’ (Guthman and Dupuis, 2006, p. 443). Dominant understandings of
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obesity are not simply ‘ideas’, but have real material affects, impacting who gets
a job, who feels good about their body, who is depicted as a good ‘citizen’, and
who requires intervention from medical institutions and the state.
In sum, approaching obesity as a hybrid construction allows us to draw on
research that conceives of obesity as a disease and as a social identity. Variation
in body size must be attributed to real biophysical processes, and these processes may influence the chances of developing chronic disease or other health
conditions. Nonetheless, the social meanings that become attached to body
sizes do not follow directly from biophysical properties. These meanings reflect
a diversity of political interests, historical cultural values, and increasingly,
a sense of common ‘fat’ identity and community.
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Our article provides a map of academic silos in obesity research, and how this
has led to diverging understandings of the social and political significance of
body weight. While realist perspectives frame obesity as a biomedical condition
linked to chronic disease at the individual level, and on the rise historically
at the population level, constructionists bracket or dismiss the biophysical
realities of obesity, and focus on how obesity is produced through politically
motivated discourse and historically specific cultural values. As we see from the
literature above, academic approaches to obesity extend into the public realm
by suggesting various responses to obesity. Realist perspectives are the most
dominant public perspective, and draw attention to individual eating and
exercise behaviours, the market’s role creating an obesogenic foodscape, and
the state’s responsibility to promote population health. Constructionist perspectives have shed light on the social stigma of fat bodies, and generated
a subversive identity politics of fat resistance and cultural reclamation. Both
realist and constructionist perspectives contain important insights about the
collective nature of obesity that counter the reductionist, individualized perspectives dominating public discourse. Focussing on hybrid perspectives allows
us to avoid deadlocked binaries, and fruitfully combine nature and culture to
push forward our theorizing and analysis of body weight.
As mentioned in our introduction, our objective was not to provide the
definitive or essential theory of the obesity epidemic. Instead our goal was
more modest: to offer clarity on an important public issue by adopting
a hybrid approach to obesity that puts into dialogue different perspectives
often seen as incompatible. Rather than simply being a ‘real’ epidemic, or
dismissed as a moral panic, we have argued that the obesity epidemic
is a hybrid construction that has arisen out of the interaction between our
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historically specific social environment, the biomedical actants within
our bodies, as well as the processes by which we develop and disseminate
knowledge of our bodies.
In concluding this article, we want to emphasize two goals that can be seen to
unite disparate approaches within obesity studies. First, the empowerment of
those disadvantaged by either physical ailments or social stigma can be seen as
one potential point of agreement between both realists and constructionists. For
some, empowerment means avoiding or overcoming physical disabilities tied to
chronic disease. For others, empowerment means fighting against social stigma
that heightens social, political and economic inequality. A hybrid approach to
obesity does not treat these different goals as being contradictory. The human
individual sits at the intersection of variously overlapping systems: socio-cultural, political-economic, psychological and biophysical. Empowerment means
coming to terms with the impact that these interacting systems have on the
individual. We cannot focus on social stigma to the exclusion of diabetes, or
visa versa. Insights offered by each perspective must be integrated in order to
fully appreciate how empowerment can be achieved. Our analytic review of
the existing literature and adoption of hybrid, critical realist perspectives is
intended as a step forward towards this goal. Other, on-the-ground initiatives,
such as the ‘health at any size’ movement offer a similar hybridized approach –
resisting the stigmatized cultural ideas around fat, while also promoting physical and emotional well-being (Burgard, 2009).
A second goal that can bring together various perspectives within obesity
studies is the need to move beyond overly individualistic, moralistic perspectives on obesity. Too often, body fat and obesity are treated as individual failures, and even worse, as evidence of moral bankruptcy. An individualized,
moralistic framing of obesity not only forms the ethical foundation for fat
stigma (that is, if individuals are completely responsible for their body weight,
then we can cast judgement when people are not thin), but this framing
helps perpetuate a billion dollar weight loss and diet industry with dubious
implications for population health. Of course, we recognize that human agency
makes up one piece of the obesity epidemic puzzle – all social issues involve
a complex interrelationship between social structures and human agency.
However, the excessively individualistic and moralistic frame that characterizes
obesity discourse does a great disservice to the structures that interact dialectically with human behaviours – the political economic structures that
differentially enable access to healthy foods, the socio-cultural belief systems
that reinforce obsessive and unhealthy mind–body relationships, a physical
food environment involving multiple health risks, and finally, our complex
corporeal forms involving biophysical actants that often transcend human
consciousness.
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1 We acknowledge that significant debate exists over whether academics should be using the
term ‘obesity’ or ‘fat’ when referring to particular body types (Saguy and Riley, 2005). In this
article we have chosen to focus specifically on obesity because of its dominant position within
academic and public discourse on body weight. Our choice does not reflect an uncritical
acceptance of medical constructions of body weight. As will be discussed, we see obesity as an
important ‘hybrid’ construction that needs to be understood with reference to its biophysical
and socio-cultural context.
2 Crossley, whose work provides important steps in examining the connection between
biophysical and social understandings of obesity, nonetheless self-admittedly limits his
analysis to a realist conception of obesity while bracketing out constructionist perspectives of
‘obesity’ (2004, p. 230).
3 It should be noted that studies advancing the weak constructionist perspective often advocate
strong constructionism as well (Guthman and Dupuis, 2006; Orbach, 2006; Saguy and
Almeling, 2008). Guthman and Dupuis’s argument about neoliberalism and obesity (2006), for
instance, is not directed towards disproving the existence of the obesity epidemic. Nonetheless,
they argue ‘at the outset, we are not even willing to concede the epidemic of obesity in a factual
sense’ (2006, p. 428). Despite this tendency, the core argument of weak constructionism – that
understandings of obesity have origins and consequences in the social world – does not prove
or necessarily imply that obesity has no extra-social existence.
4 A more recent collection uses the term ‘fat studies’ rather than ‘corpulence studies’ (Rothblum
and Solovay, 2009), although the same constructionist principles still apply. As Wann writes in
the book’s introduction, ‘if you believe being fat is a disease and that fat people cannot possible
enjoy good health or a good life, then you are not doing fat studies’ (Wann, 2009, p. ix).
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5 In a critique of the ‘will to innocence’ commonly found within the fat acceptance movement,
LeBesco recognizes some of the danger of depicting fatness outside of a larger material context
(2004, pp. 111–114).
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